“Jimmy Z” Zawiski
The High Energy, High Content, Speaker People Love!
Jimmy Z is a Team Builder and Sales Trainer of the highest
caliber. He combines his unique ability to bring training and
humor together to empower the audience to use what they
learn to enhance their personal and professional performance,
while enjoying the process as well.
Jim creates an experience that bridges the gap between a good
idea and how to implement it so that you can move directly
into action. "Jimmy Z" makes your event a significant and
meaningful one your Team will remember and appreciate!

Jim Zawiski entered the personal and professional development industry in 1982 as President/Founder of
Creative Achievement Worldwide, Inc. in Chicago. In 1989 Jim added a franchise distributorship representing
best selling author Anthony Robbins and by 1994, Tony asked “Jimmy Z” to train his international licensees
and promoters as far as the Pacific Rim in Asia, as well as throughout Europe and North America to teach and
market his Unlimited Power and The Power To Influence: Sales Mastery Programs, Jimmy Z taught so well.
Through Creative Achievement Worldwide, Inc., Jim has also promoted and taught classes for other best selling
authors Brian Tracy, Deepak Chopra and John Gray of Men Are From Mars, Woman Are From Venus fame.
In 1997 Jimmy Z came into his own with the creation of his TurboCoaching™ Toolbox, the TurboCoaching™
Skill Drills and Workshops, and the TurboCoaching.com Website. Using Accelerated Learning Techniques,
Jim’s focus is helping Sales People and Management Teams carry over and utilize the ideas and skill sets
presented into the workplace where it counts to thrive both personally and professionally.
“Jimmy Z’s” Digital Publishing arm of TurboCoaching.com makes the benefits of his Personal and Professional
Development resources available through Webinars, Tele-Seminars and Online Training Worldwide!
Jim is a member of The National Speakers Association and has been featured in Who's Who in Sales and
Marketing in the United States, and as one of the “Top Five” Sales Trainers with The Institute For Sales and
Marketing Management in the United Kingdom. His inspirational yet practical speaking style has motivated
thousands to consistently excel in their professional lives, and improve the quality of their personal lives as
well!

Call (888) GO2-GROW to book “Jimmy Z” for your group today!
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